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[ rule being easily fitted into an outer ferrule
. 55
Be it known that I, FREDRICK GRAUL, a ·of the brush.
citizen of the United States, residing at New.- , My present invention consists in the novel
ark, in the county of Essex and State of New construction of brush hereinafter more fully
Jersey, have invented certain new and useful set forth; and, furthermore, this invention
Improvements in Brushes; and I do hereby consists in the novel arrangements and comdoclare the followin~ to be a full, clear, and . binations of the various parts, all of which 60
exact description or the invention, such as will be described in the following specificawill enable others skilled in the art to which tion and then finally embodied in the clauses
it appertains to make and use the same, ref- of the claim which are appended to and
erenee being had to the accompanying draw- w~ch form an essential part of this specifiinas, and to fiaures of reference marked cation.
65
th:reon, which form a part of this specificaThe inve~tion is ?learl:y illu~trated in the
accompanying drawmgs, m whichtion.
The present invention relates to improveFiaure 1 is a face view of a brush embo<lyments in the manufacture of paint and other ing the principles of my present invention.
brushes; and the invention has for its pri- Fig. 2 is a view of the brush, shovving the 70
mary object to provide a novel construction . outer ferrule and the holding pins or rivets in
of brush of the character hereinafter more vertical section, the inner metal ferrule and
fully set fort.Ii.
the butt-end of the handle being shown in
'fhe invention has for its further object to elevation; and Fig. 3 is a similar view of the
provide a brush comprising a bunch of brush, showing both concentric bands or fer- 75
bristles havinF(j' a knot or upper end surround- rules in vertical section with the bunch of ·
ed by a meta ba1id, the knot and said band bristles in elevation and with the handle rebeing tightly united during the process of moved. :Fig. 4 is it tor> or plan view of the
vulcanizing the snid knot to maintain a com- parts represented in said Fig. 3.
,
pressed relation of the rubber-dipped ends of
Similar characters of reference are em- flo
the bristles which constitute the bunch and ployed in the above-stated views to indicate
to prevent the objectionable swellina of the corresponding parts.
.
·
said soft-rubber-dipped end <luring tfie heatReferrin<T now to the said figures of the
ing process, the butt of a handle and said drawings, t11e reference character 1 indicates
metal-surround~<l lmot then finally bein~ in- the complete brusl:, the same c~mprising a 85
closed and helrl m an outer band or ferrule of handle 2 of any suitable and desired configmetal which is concentric wit.h the said inner uration, and which may be made of wood or
metal fermle.
other material. The said handle is provided
A further object of this invention is to pro- with a butt or end portion 3, having a marduce a brush made in this manner and pro- ginal edge 4 surrounding the end surface of 90
viding the same with a holding means prefer- the butt, and arranged against the end of the
ably in the form of two sets of holding pins or said butt of the handle is a knot 6 of the
rivets, one set of pins or rivets being driven bunch of bristles 5 of the brush. The said
through the two concentric ferrules and the knot is surrounded uponitsoutersurfacewith
vulcanized knot of the bunch of bristles and a comparatively-wide fermle or band of metal 95
the second set of pins or rivets being driven 7, havmO' its upper marginal edge correspond
through the said outer ferrule and the butt of ing to t.he marginal edge of the butt or end
the handle.
·
.
portion 3 of the handle 2, andbeing primaOther objects of the present invention are rily secured in its :position about the knot 6
neatness of the brush and simplicity and during the vulcamzing process of the said 100
cheapness of constmction, at the same time knot when the soft-rubber-<lipped ends of
providing a durable brush construction in the bristles become swollen by the heat durwhich the soft-rubber-dipped knot. of the ingsaidprocess. Surrounclingthesaidinner
bunch of bristles is prevented from swelling metal ban<l or ferrule 7 is an outer metal
and assuming a distorted shape during the band or ferrule 8, substantially as shown, the 105
process ofv"Ulcanizing the knot, the innerfer- l said outer band or ferrule having)ts upper
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portion extend;ing above the upper ma~ginal of the soft-rubber cement will ooze into the
edge of the said inner ferrule 7 and slipped holding means, as the bead 7', .vith which said
directly upon the butt or end J?ortion 3 of the inner band or ferrule may be provided, thus
handle 2, with its upper marginal edge fitted preventinO' any accidental displacement of
5 over and upon the su:r:roun<lin~ marginal said metaf ferrule from iM encircling relation
edge 4 of the said butt or end portion 3 of the with the soft-rubber-dipped knot. The said
handle, substantially as illustrated in Figs, 1 soft-rubber-dipped knot, with its surrounding
and 2 of the drawings. It is preferable, but metal ferrule 7, is then placed end up upon a
not of itself an absolute necessity, to more steam or heating table for vulcanizing the
10 securely connect these parts by driving suit- rubber-cement and causing the knot end of
able pins or rivets 9 directly through the the bunch of bristles to become positively set
lower portion of the outer band or ferrule 8 · and affixed in the vulcanized end which is
and through the inner band or ferrule 7 and surrounded by the said inner metal ferrule 7.
the vulcanized knot 6 of the bunch of bris- The use of this inner metal band or ferrule 7
15 tles and 11riving, also, a rivet or pin 10 during the vulcanizing and heating steps is
through the upper portion of the said outer. an absolute necessity, because the soft-rub.ferrule or band 8 and the butt or end portion ber cement while being heated has a great
3 of the handle. Thus it will be evident that tendency to swell, thereby producing a <liswhile the inner metal band or ferrule 7 pre- torted shape of the knot, which prevents the
20 vents the undue swelling of the knot of the
proper insertion and arrangement of the knot
bunch of bristles when in constant use it in the ferrule of the handle; but, with the inalso serves as a reinforcing means to permit ner metal ferrule, the knot not merely reof the rivets or pins 9 between the lower por- . tains its shape, but is additionally comtion of the outer ferrule 8 and the inner fer- pressed owinO" to the swelling of the rubber
25 rule 7 and knot 6 to securely retain the parts being retaine~ between the walls of the inner
in their connected relation. It also prevents ferrule, and providing thereby a more posithe loosening of the butt or end portion 3 of . tive and thorough embedding and holding
the handle from· the knot and, furthermore, · relation of the ends of the bristles in the haraH possibility of the entire withdrawal of the dened and rubber-set· knot. At the same
30 the handle from the ferrule of the brush is time the inner and outer ferrule being made
clearly overcome. If desired, the inner · with common centers two concentric metal
metal ferrule 7 may be provided with a bead . ferrules are provided, so that the outer fer7' · or other suitable holdinO' or retaining · rule is easily arranged upon and over the said
means into which parts of the soft-rubber · inner ferrule, and the parts then suitably con35 cement ooze, when the metal ferrule 7 is nected with the butt-end of the handle.
forced over the · compressed soft-rubberFrom the foregoing description of my presdipped ends of the knot of bristles to help re- ent invention it will be seen that I have detarn the parts in their properly-assembled re- . vised a simple and effectively-constructed
lation for handling upon the steam-table be- brush which may be used with the handles
40 fore the rubber-cement becomes hard set. and ferrules of all kinds of brushes.
In like manner the outer metal band or ferI claimrule 8 may he provided with beads 8' and 8";
1. A brush comprising a handle having a
but these are ordinarily for ornamental pur- butt, a bunch of bristles having its knot in
close proximity to said butt, an inner metal
poses and may be omitted.
45 · In carrying out the steps in the manufac- . ferrule entirely surrounding the outer surface
ture of brushes embodym~ the novel fea- of sai<). knot and having its upper marginal
tures of my present invention I first take a edge flush with the upper surfa?e of t~e ~ot,
suitable bunch of bristles, as 5, in the knot and an outer ferrule surrounding said inner
end of which I have arranged a plug 11, pref- metal ferrule and having its upper! portion
50 e:rably of wood, in the manner indicated in extending above the upper margmal edge of
Fig. 4 of the drawings, and then I slip the in- the inner metal ferrule and providing a rene:r metal band or ferrule 7 over the other ceiving portion for the butt of said handle,
end of 'the bunch of bristles, the said metal and the upper marginal edge of the inner
ferrule being loosely arranged about the metal ferrule forming a shoulder upon which
55 bunch of bristles to practically retain the the butt of the handle rests, said inner and
shape of the bunch, and the ferrule being suf- outer ferrules being provided with common
:fieiently removed froni the knot end of the centers so as to be concentric, substantially
bunch that the latter can be dipped in the as and for the purposes set forth.'
2. A brush comprising a handle having a
liquid or soft-rubber cement .. The knot end
60 thus having been rubber-dipped, the inner butt, a bunch of bristles having its knot in
metal band or ferrule is then forced down close proximity to said butt, an inner metal
snugly and tightly over the said soft-rubber-. ferrule entirely surrounding the outer surface
dipped end, thus more securely causing said of said knot and having its uppe:r marginal
end to retain its proper and desired shape edge flush with the upper surface of the "Knot,
65 and configuration. ~t the same time, some an outer metal ferrule surrounding said inner
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metal ferrule and having its upper portion
extending above the upper margmal edge of
the inner metal feITUle and providing a receiving portion for the butt of said liandle,
5 and the upper marginal edge of the inner
metal ferrule forming a shoulder upon which
the butt of the handle rests, said inner and
outer ferrules being provided with common.
centers so as to be concentric, means for per10 manently securing the lower portion of said
outer ferrule to said inner ferrule, and means
for permanently securing the upper portion
of said outer ferrule to said butt of the handle, substantially as and for the purposes set
15 forth.
·
3. A brush comprising a handle having a
butt, a bunch of bristles having its knot in
close proximity to said butt, an inner metal
ferrule entirelv surrounding the outer surface
20 of said knot and having its upper marginal
edge flush with the upper surface· of the knot,
an outer metal ferrule surrounding a portion
of said imwr metal ferrule and having its upper portion extending above the upper mar-

B

ginal edge of the inner metal fer.rule and pro- 25
viding a receiving portion for the butt of the
handle, and the upper marginal edge of the.
inner metal ferrule forming a shoulder upon
which the butt of the handle rests, said inner
and outer ferrules being provided with com- 30
mon centers so as to be concentric, means for ·
permanently securing the lower portion of
said outer ferrule to said inner ferrule, consisting of rivets extending through said outer
ferrule and through the inner ferrule and the 35
·knot of the bunch of bristles, and means for .
permanently securing the upper portion of
said outer ferrule to said butt of the handle,·
substantially as and for the purposes set
forth.
40
In testimony that I claim the invention set
forth above I have hereunto set my hand this
23d day of August, 1904.
FREDRICK GRAUL
•
Witnesses:
FREDK. 0. FRAENTZEL,
G&o. D. RICHARDS.
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